Evaluation of Silver Nanoparticle Mediated Reduction of Neovascularisation (Angiogenesis) in Chicken Model
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Abstract | Neovascularisation is a key event during the growth of solid tumor and the process is called angiogenesis. Tumor cells demands higher oxygen and their glucose requirement is also higher than normal cells, and during the growth of solid tumor new blood vessels also arise rapidly to fulfil the raised requirement of nutrients. Hence targeting the formation of new blood vessel formation leading to deprived nutrition and oxygen supply will lead to inhibited growth of tumor. In the present study, silver nanoparticles were manufactured by green synthesis using Azadirachta indica (neem) leaves and its effect on process of neovascularisation was evaluated. Bioconversion from silver nitrate solution to silver nanoparticles included addition of AgNO₃ (1mM) to fresh leaf broth of Neem and the conversion was allowed to take place for 4 hrs. with continuous agitation at 80 rpm. Formation of silver (Ag) nanoparticle was visualised by change in colour from pale yellow to dark brown. Nanoparticles when subjected to developing embryonated eggs of chicken were found to reduce the number of viable blood vessels with reduction in number of vessel branch points in chorioallantoic membrane leading to the death of embryo. Silver nanoparticles prepared through bioconversion in the study, successfully reduced angiogenesis in embryonated chicken model and this anti-angiogenic property of Ag nanoparticles, can be explored as a potential therapeutic against pathological angiogenesis and solid tumors by targeting the vasculature.
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angiogenesis is a normal part of growth and healing. Angiogenesis, which is the formation of new blood vessels from pre-existing ones, is a complicated balance between stimulating and inhibiting factors. Though involved in growth, uncontrolled angiogenesis often results in pathological conditions like rheumatoid arthritis, diabetic retinopathy, solid tumor, hemangioma and psoriasis. To overcome pathological angiogenesis several therapies have been developed by employing monoclonal antibody (Krämer et al., 2007) like Bevacizumab and vitaxin, inhibitors of angiogenic inducers or their receptor (Jänecke et al., 2007), inhibitors of endothelial cell intracellular signalling (Sonpavde et al., 2008) etc. Nano-biotechnology is presently one of the most dynamic disciplines of research in contemporary material science. Different nanoparticles have been shown to modulate angiogenesis. Copper nanoparticles have been shown to have proangiogenic effect (Mroczek-Sosnowska et al., 2015) where, gold (Arvizo et al., 2011), perfluorocarbon nanoparticles (Das et al., 2013), carbon allotropes (Grodzik et al., 2011) etc. have been shown to inhibit angiogenesis. The unique structure of the crystal lattice of silver (Ag) allows it to store atomic oxygen inside the octahedral holes of Ag (0) and probably influences oxygen level in environment (Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951) and possibly this property attribute to the anti-angiogenesis. Nanoparticles of various materials, such as Pt (Platinum), Ag (Silver), Au (gold), PbS (lead sulphide) and fullerene, have been reported to be produced by evaporation/condensation technique (Magnusson et al., 1999; Ranjan et al., 2013). Now a days there is an increas-
Synthesis of green silver nanoparticles using plant extracts is a very simple and cost-effective way. Usage of Ag nanoparticles may be preferred than gold nanoparticles in addressing angiogenesis due to availability of low cost salts. The particle size of Ag nanoparticles may be controlled by changing the reaction temperature, leaf broth concentration and AgNO3 concentration (Raut et al., 2009). In the present study, maximum nanoparticles formation occurred with 1 mM AgNO3, as evidenced by change in color from pale yellow to dark brown. The same concentration has been found optimum by Raut et al. (2009) and Gavhane (2012).

Figure 1: A) Control Egg; B) Control Egg- Microscopic view- 5X, No. of branch points = 42

After opening the shell of the eggs of control and treated groups, in control group (Figure 1A), all the 10 embryos were live, very active and they remained alive for one hour, and showed movement upon touch, even after excising from the egg. A well arbourized, vascular system was observed. All the blood vessels were filled with blood hence, were red in coloration. In nanoparticles treated group (Figure 2A), 6 embryos were found dead and remaining 4 were showing very sluggish movement and even after piercing with sharp object, they did not respond well, indicating the condition before death. Also the blood vessels were thin with less degree of vascularisation (Figure 2A). The chorioallantoic membranes (CAM) of chicken eggs were examined under 5X microscopic field. Per egg, 10 fields were visualized and an average of number of vascular branch points was calculated. In control group, average 42 branch points were visible (Figure 1B), while in nanoparticle treated group only
Silver nanoparticles have been known to reduce vascularization (Kang et al., 2011; Baharara et al., 2014). In the present study, death of embryos of chicken was observed in in ovo model. As blood vessels are the source of nourishment and oxygen supply, hence are essential for life and during the process of growth and development these play a major role. Poor vasculature in Ag nanoparticles treated group might be responsible for death due to deprived nourishment and oxygen supply. Neovascularization is a process, which is rare in adults and appear only during wound healing or menstrual cycle in women or otherwise in pathological conditions (Miyazaki et al., 2015). Though in the present case Ag nanoparticles caused death of embryo, but it also reduced the vascularisation efficiently and significantly as evidenced by reduced number of branch points on CAM in treated eggs, an indicative of angiogenesis reduction. Gold nanoparticles are also known to reduce angiogenesis significantly by inhibiting the proliferation, migration and tube formation, possibly by blocking vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) mediated signaling pathway (Kalishwaralal et al., 2011). Similarly, silver nanoparticles also inhibit formation of new blood micro vessels through VEGF inhibition in the mouse Matrigel plug assay (Gurunathan et al., 2009). Also, silver nanoparticles are reported to alter vascular permeability induced by VEGF, interleukin (IL)-1β, in retinal endothelial cells (Sheikpranbabu et al., 2009). Disturbance in cytoskeletal organization was also observed followed by nanoparticles treatment. The effect of nanoparticle could be attributed to possible interaction of silver nanoparticles with proteins and thiol group containing enzymes (glutathione, thioredoxin, Superoxide dismutase (SOD) and thioredoxin peroxidise etc.), which are involved in nullifying the oxidative stress of ROS (Reactive Oxygen Species), generated by mitochondrial energy metabolism (Mohammadzadeh et al., 2012). Thus accumulation of ROS, initiates inflammation and destruction of mitochondria leading to release of cytochrome C and programmed cell death event to happen (Chen et al., 2008).

Although, there are various reports of nanoparticles mediated angiogenesis suppression, evidences of neem extract (ethanolic) mediated anti-angiogenesis is documented in Human Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVECs) with evidence of fragmented nuclei and abnormally small mitochondria with dilated cristae. On the basis of genome–wide gene expression microarray analysis of HUVECs and quantitative real-time PCR indicate dselective upregulation of HMOX1, ATF3, and EGR1. HMOX1, an enzyme degrades heme to carbon monoxide, iron, and biliverdin has been documented to play crucial role in cellular defense against stressful conditions (Loboda et al., 2008). A large number of plant extracts and pharmacological compounds (e.g., green tea, curcumin including neem) have been demonstrated to induce HMOX1 (Aziz et al., 2010; Wu et al., 2011). ATF3 is a novel stress-activated regulator of p53 protein stability and function (Whitlock et al., 2011) and overexpression of ATF3 leads to p53 activity and induce apoptosis of cells (Tian et al., 2009). Neem extract increase ÉGR1, but exact role of it against angiogenesis is still unknown. Hence it could be possible that anti-angiogenic property of biogenic silver nanoparticle is due to combinatorial effect of neem extract and silver nanoparticles both. Effectiveness of ethanolic extract of neem is well documented in anti-angiogenesis (Mahapatra et al., 2012) and mammary carcinogenesis inhibition (Arumugam et al., 2013). Aqueous extract of Neem leaf is also found to be effective in inducing apoptosis in leukemia and colon cancer cell in vitro (Roma, 2015), although there is no available literature on anti-angiogenic property of aqueous extract. In present study, it could not be concluded, whether the anti-angiogenic property of biogenic silver nanoparticles is solely due to nanoparticles or some effect is attributed to neem extract also and it is a further area of investigation. During green synthesis of nanoparticles, proteins present in extract acts as stabilizer upon binding with free amine or cysteine group. Carbonyl group from amino acids of protein has higher affinity for metal, and therefore surrounds the nanoparticle completely forming a layer and thus prevents agglomeration and stabilizes the nanoparticles. Agglomeration is the phenomenon, explaining the property of nanoparticles, where, due to high diffusivity nanoparticles exist as individual particles for only a short time and will agglomerate rapidly (Wong et al., 2009).

In conclusion, the angiogenesis reductive property of silver nanoparticles as revealed in the present study in chicken embryo model can have therapeutic value against pathological conditions, pathological angiogenesis, and especially to treat solid tumors, where abnormal and excessive angiogenesis is the cause of tumor growth. Further explorative anti-angiogenesis studies with the use of silver nanoparticles produced by green technology are suggested in the direction to treat disease conditions with pathological angiogenesis and address tumor growth treatment avenues.
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